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The subject matter of this paper is based upon work done upon flowing
wells in the Maracaibo Lake Basin of Vene&Uela. The Lago Petroleum Oorporation had
extensive production in this area, gas-oil ratios were low, and the problem was
whether by careful handling of the wells with respect to flowing conditions and
conservation of the gas we could keep the wells flowing down to a point where an
ordinary working barrel could handle the production, thereby avoiding the heavy
cost of gas lift installation in the lake bed. The problem was also complicated
by the nature of the wells themselves. Production is from solf comparatively un-
consolidated sands, necessitating screen pipe in all wells. It was necessary to
keep the wells not only flowing, but flowing without heading, as the relief of
pressure upon making a head brought large quantities of sand into the well, sending
it up and possibly cutting out the screen pipe.
In furtherance of the plan of keeping wells flowing as long as possible,
all wells were equipped with recording vasinghead and tubinghead pressure gauges,
separators were set at all wells, and about fifty per cent of the wells equipped
with meters. All wells were tubed before bringing in. Frequent gauges were insti-
tuted. A large scale chart was kept for each well, showing daily oil and gas
production, the gas-oil ratio, and the tubinghead and casinghead pressures. Any
deViation from normal was im~ediately checked and the condition remedied if possible.
I. THEORY OF FLOWING WELLS.
It is the writer's belief, based upon considerable investigation, that
the flow of a well actuated by gas is mainly a question of velocity, a certain
minimum velocity being necessary in the flow string to permit the gas to carry the
oil. If this minimum velocity is not maintained, the oil drops back and the well
heads or goes dead. The point of minimwn velocity is of course at the bottom of
the tubing, where the gas is under heaviest pressure and occugies the least volume.
Some years ago, when the success of the gas lift at Seminole was so
pronounced, there WaS considerable broadcasting of the statement that a well had
three stages of life - the flowing stage, the gaslift stage, and the pumping stage.
The theory of the gaslift stage was based upon the fact that natural flow was
usually followed by a heading period, this heading being supposed to be due to
decline of pressure in the reservoir or decline in the gas-oil ratio or other causes.
However, gas-oil ratios usually increase with the life of a well up to a certain
point. The fact seems to have been almost completely overlooked that as a well
declined in production, even with an increase of the gas oil ratio, there was a
decline in total volume of oil and gas which diminished the velocity in the flow
string, and that the velocity might be correlated with the well's flowing life.
The Amerada Petroleum Co. at the time had a flowing well in Central
Texas upon which it was decided to experiment. The well had been drilled in thnt
5 3/16 casing for 500 barrels per day. It flowed up to about 300 barrels, started
heading, and died. According to the old theory, it now needed artificial help to
flow. However, we decided to tryout the velocity theory. Upon ruJUling a string
of three inch tubing and giving one pull of the swab to lighten the fluid load,
the well resumed stead;\'flow. When the velocity at the bottom of the three inch
approximated five feet per second, heading again occurred and the well died. We
then ran two and one half inch tubing; the well flowed again until the velocity
approached five feet per second. We then ran two inch tubing, and then one and one
half, the well finally dying in the one and one half at sixty barrels per day, which
had a ainimum velocity of about five feet per second. We were tempted to tun a
string of one inch, but decided to put the well on the pump. Since then, we have
used one inch in Venezuela, the well flowing quite steadily at fifteen barrels
perday.
Further experimentation upon flowing wells has made it apparent that




flow of oil wells flowing by gas. This velocity varies with the viscosity and
other qualities of the oil - in one of our Venezuelan heavy oil fields this
velocity is only It ft. per second. In our other fields, where the oil is con-
siderably less viscous, the minimum velocity is between 4 and 5 feet per second.
Repeatedly we have found that wells showing a tendency to head were at this cri-
tical velocity, and that by enlarging the choke, thereby permitting the gas to
expand, occupying greater volume and increasing the velocity, the heading dis-
appeared. On the other hand, we have found that wells which flowed steadily began
to head as soon as choked to that point where the flowing velocity approached the
minimum critical velocity of 5 ft. per second.
II. PULSATING WELLS
We were trying to do two things with out wells. First we wanted
to keep the wells flowing over the pumping stage to avoid the installation of gas
lift equipment. second, we desired to keep the wells flowing without heading to
avoid injuring the wells by pulling in excessive sand.
The first type of well we ran across was what we called a pulsating
well. In these wells, the casinghead pressure was constant, but the tubinghead
pressure fluctuated. This was due to separation of oil and gas within the flow
string, the oil building up the tubinghead pressure as it went thru in slugs.
Casinghead Pressure.
0#=----------------------------
As the casinghead pressure, the indicator of pressure on the face of the sand, was
regular, we let these wells go on in this fashion, as no haI'lJllwas being done by
the separation in the tubing.
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III. WELLS WITH EXCESSIVE TUBING VELOCITIES.
The next type of well encountered were those which while flowing
practically steady made four or five heads during the twenty-four hour period








Investigation showed that the oil in these wells was very viscous, and
that tubing velocities ran as high as 20 feet per second, excessive for wells of this
Viscosity. What was occurring was that due to the size of tubing used, 2t inch, there
was insufficient venting area. Pressure accumulated in the casing behind the tubing,
cutting down production due to increased back pressure, until that pressure became
so great as to clean the tubing. This accounted for the four or five heads imposed
on the steady flow.
Since excessive velocity was evidently the cause, an attempt was made to
turn the flow thru the annular space between the tubing and the casing. This space,
ai by 3, was too great, however, and the wells would not flow. They were the~efore
turned back thru the tubing and sufficient gas bled off thru the casinghead to
reduce the velocity thru the tubing. The wells thereupon stopped these heads. Some
of the wells, however, made some oil thru the casing, and as this was undesirable
the casingheads on these wells were shut in and the wells allowed to continue heading.
As soon as these wells had declined in production to such a point that their flow
velocities approached nonaal, they also stopped heading.
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IV. WELLS WITH SUITABLE TUBING VELOCITIES, BUT OUT OF TIME.
The third type of well, and the ones needing the most careful handling,
were the wells which we characterized as being "out of time." These wells had
sufficient gas to give them a good flowing velocity, but, for a reason not immediate~~
apparent to us, would surge or head. The cause was finally traced back to the
effect of the large volume chamber between the tubing and the casing. Something in
the well or at the tubing head would get volwne of gas to pulsating widely. This
produced a surging effect in the flow string, and when it became wide enough, got
the well to heading badly. We found that by pulling the tubing and running a packer,
thereby eliminating the volume chamber, the wells went back to steadyflow. However,
this was considerable trouble, and we looked about for an easier method.
Apparently once the colwun of gas got surging back of the tubing, the
condition kept getting worse and worse, eventually causing the well to head, and
perhaps to cease flowing altogether. During the head, gas escaped from behind the·
tubing into the flow string in large quantities, thereby reducing the pressure behind
the tubing to such an extent that gas went into the annular space instead of into the
flow string causing a dead period until the pressure had built up sufficiently. The
older and smaller the well, the greater time it took to fill the annular space, and
the greater time between heads.
We accordingly figured that if we could keep the gas from escaping
from behind the tubing on surges or heads we could get the wells steadied down again.
Bottom hole chokes were suggested, but were discarded because of the difficulty of
adjustment. Adjustable chokes for the Christmas tree were found to be successful.
When a well got "out of time," as indicated by a surging or heading condition while
there was still ample gas for velocity for steady flow, an adjustable choke was
placed in the Christmas tree. A production foreman then waited for a head, as indi-
cated by the tubinghead pressure rising and the casinghead pressure falling. He then
choked the well urltil the casinghead pressure ceased to decline, but not enough to
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kill the well. This prevented the escape of gas from the 'alLnularspaee,-and re-
duced the well to steady flow, tho at a low rate, due to the choke. The choke was
then opened very gradually, care being taken not to allow the gas to escape from
behind the tubing, until the well was at its former production rate on steady flow,
the surging and heading with its pulling in of sand having been eliminated.
V. WELLS WITH INSUFFICIENT VELOCITY IN THE FLOW STRING.
The final type of flowing well was the familiar one where the production
of oil and gas had decreased to such an extent that the total volume of oil and gas
was insufficient to give the necessary minimum velocity. Such wells could be brought
back to steady flow by the int~oduction of extra gas or air, or by running a smaller
size flow string as described in Section I of this paper. This type of well is too
well known thru gas lift literature to need further description. By careful handling
of wells in the Maracaibo district along the lines outlined in this paper as regards
velocity of flow, and by conservation of gas thru proper back pressure. we were
able to keep wells from arriving at this stage until they had reached a production
of approximately one hundred and fifty barrels, thereby going direct from the stage
of steady flow to the pumping stage without the intervention of the gas air lift
stage.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The writer would put forth the following conclusions on flowing wells,
provided they are flowing with gas and not by hydrostatic pressure. Wells in such
fields as the Seminole, where there is neither hydrostatic pressure or sufficient
gas to lift the oil are also excluded.
1. That flow velocity furnished a convenient and accurate index for






2. That unless a certain minimum velocity, depending upon
viscosity and other factors, is attained, a well will
not flow even tho it has sufficient gas available
mechanically sufficient to lift the fluid.
3. That the division of tIle lift of a well into flowing,
gas lift, and pumping stages is erroneous, and that by
attention to flow velocities and conservation of gas the
natural flowing life of wells can be prolonged over to
the pumping stage without an intervening gas ~ift period.
